Amazingly fluid,
real-time video editing
Adobe Premiere Pro CS5
Fueled by NVIDIA Quadro
®
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Unleash your creativity
Blockbuster films are not made overnight,
but with Adobe Premiere® Pro CS5 and
NVIDIA® Quadro® graphics solutions,
editing time can be drastically reduced.
At the heart of Premiere Pro CS5 is the
Adobe Mercury Playback Engine
— built using the NVIDIA CUDA parallel
processing architecture – so Quadro GPUs
can deliver fluid, real-time previewing and
editing of native, high-resolution footage,
including multiple layers of RED 4K video.
Whether you’re working on independent
films or corporate videos, you are
no doubt under tight deadlines, and
stringent budget constraints. However,
Quadro professional graphics solutions
easily transform a workstation
into a high-end post production
system, at a fraction of the cost.

>> Work in real-time on complex
timelines and large projects with
thousands of clips – whether your
source is SD, HD, 2K, 4K or beyond.
>> Experience rich, vivid image
quality with the broadest dynamic
range with 10-bit color fidelity.

>> Designed by NVIDIA, built by NVIDIA,
and directly supported by NVIDIA with
an extended three year warranty.
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Upgrade Today
The following Quadro professional
solutions are required to accelerate
the new Mercury Playback Engine
in Adobe Premiere Pro CS5

Desktop Solutions:
>> Quadro 5000
>> Quadro 4000
>> Quadro 4000 for Mac
>> Quadro FX 5800
>> Quadro FX 4800
>> Quadro FX 4800 for Mac
>> Quadro FX 3800

MOBILE Solutions:
>> Quadro 5000M

>> Immerse yourself in a true stereoscopic
3D and see remarkable detail with
NVIDIA® 3D Vision™ Pro solutions
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>> Refine and apply multiple color
corrections and effects, in HD
and higher-resolution sequences,
with smooth scrubbing and
playback – all in real-time!

>> Easily span across multiple ultrahigh resolution displays, including
SDI monitors and projectors.*

1080p Playback
Quadro
5000

Unprecedented
Performance
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“NVIDIA Quadro makes Premiere Pro
do cartwheels and flips and barely
breaks a sweat.”
Dennis Radeke
Business Development Manager
Adobe Systems

Frames per Second

To learn more about Adobe Creative Suite 5, and the GPU acceleration inside
Premiere Pro CS5, go to http://www.nvidia.com/object/builtforadobepros
*

SDI available with Quadro SDI-enabled GPUs and Quadro Digital Video Pipeline solutions.
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